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Basics
•

Water

Electricity

• head x flow = Power = pressure x flow
• meters x liters/sec x factor

= Watts = Volts x Amps

• the harder the push the higher the flow
• ignoring resistance - friction in water, ohms in electricity:
volts/ohms=amps

Hydroelectric Potential
Power = height x flow
• Power = how far the water falls times how
much water is falling
• watts = meters x liters/sec x 10 (metric
system) x generator efficiency (%)
• get the same amount of power with a lot of
water flowing 5m x 20l/s x 10 x .35(35%) =
500 watts or dropping from a tall height
– 20m x 5l/s x 10 x .35(35%) = 500 watts
• Type of generator depends upon height and flow

Types of Hydro Generators
•
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There are a multitude of small hydro generators, depending upon the head and flow. For
high head and low flow volume sites, impulse turbines are most often used. The power
produced by an impulse turbine comes from the pressure of the water (via a penstock)
hitting the generator blades. This water creates a direct push or ‘impulse’ on the blades,
and thus such turbines are called ‘impulse turbines’.
For low head and high flow volume sites, a reaction
(propeller) turbine is most often used. The reaction
turbine is turned by reactive force rather than a
direct push or impulse. The turbine blades turn in
reaction to the pressure of the water falling on them.
There are also run-of-river generators that fit directly
into the river or stream.
For the applications you will be using, we will
concentrate on low head, high volume generators.
These are simple to install, but do require a draft
tube in order to work. What the draft tube does is
suck the water past the propellers, creating the
necessary head. We need the following head and flows
and a minimum speed: MHG-200LH: 0.54 m/sec.

•

MHG-500LH: 0.50 m/sec. MHG-1000LH: 0.41 m/sec.

•
•

Electricity Basics
• DC - direct current - constant flow of
electrons. produced by batteries and solar.
Solar captures suns electrons. Low voltage
• AC - alternating current - alternating flow
of electrons. produced by generators.
spinning a magnet inside copper wires.
High voltage

Electricity Flows in a Circuit
• The generator produces electricity.
Electricity flows in a circuit back to the
generator doing work on the way.

• If you get between the circuit you will get
lit up.

PowerPal Characteristics

Resistive loads (lights, motors, computers, radios, etc. OK). Not very good for reactive loads (charging large
batteries).
The most that can be connected to one generator is about 190 watts. Do not exceed this amount of connected
load.

The Generator Components

Installation Overview
• Put water system assembly
• together and stick into stream
• Wire building (outlets, load controller,
dump load, wires back to generator).
• Put generator into water system assembly,
let the water in, and check everything.

Water
System
Installation
• Connect assembly. Bolt water outlet pipe (draft tube) to water channel
•

•
•
•
•
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Make sure it is airtight.
Make sure you have enough water (35 liters per second), head (1.5
meters) and flow (0.54 meters per second). The water channel should
be about 30 cm wide, and 30 cm deep. You need a minimum water
depth in the channel of 25 cm.
Put assembly into stream. Make
sure assembly is supported, and
bottom of siphon tube is 20 cm
above stream bottom, and 20 cm
below surface of stream.
Make sure water swirls down the
draft tube, and there are no leaks.

WARNING
• DC electricity can shock you, AC will kill you.

• No exposed (unshielded) wires ever. Make sure
all connections are taped and insulation is good.

• Water and electricity do no mix. No wet hands
when touching anything.electric. Do not allow
electrical connections or electrical outlets to
become wet.

• Do not allow people to play with electrical outlets.

• Stop generator (stop water) before attempting to
do any work on it or on any part of the circuit.
Always work with a partner.

TOOLS

• Voltage Sensor (wiggy)
–voltage tester

Things to think about
• Electric motors/pumps run backwards produce electricity

• Best to consult with someone. You have to have the right
wire size (0.75mm/3.75 amp), a place for all electricity to
go(dump load) sized to meet your generator, and the
correct voltage for all your load (lights/outlets).
• Maintenance – keep PowerPal dry (open top cap and dry
out if it becomes wet. Keep intake channel clear. Grease
upper bearings fitting every three (3) months.
• Motors that work with batteries (alternators off vehicles,
drills, etc.) produce DC electricity.

